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September 2, 2011 
 
For Immediate Release 

 
BUSINESS “NESTING” CENTER TARGETS U.S. BOUND COMPANIES 

 
ATLANTA, Georgia – The first Global Success Center has opened its doors at 5555 Glenridge 
Connector in Sandy Springs.  Designed as an international “nesting” site, The Global Success 
Center was formed through an alliance with Regus business office centers, Allegro Consulting, 
Palladium Chief Legal Officers, and Tech CFO.  “The mission of The Global Success Center is to 
accelerate the success of foreign companies launching their North American expansion,” says 
Dawn Ely co-founder and CEO. “We do this by providing tailored and localized strategy, business 
development, legal and financial advice in a fully equipped office space for an affordable, monthly 
fixed price.”  
 
Why “nesting” and not incubator?  “Incubators tend to be focused on helping start-ups,” said Mike 
Gomez, co-founder, President and COO.  “These are not start-up companies by any means.  
They are established businesses with a track record of success in their country and sometimes in 
many others as well. In our “nest” we will focus on helping them localize their business to the U.S. 
market as quickly as possible, assist them in avoiding those who tend to prey on the company’s 
unfamiliarity with the American market, and accelerate sales by connecting them with our vast 
business network.  The idea here is to give small and mid-sized foreign companies the best 
chance for success by professionally addressing those issues that cause the vast majority to fail.”  
 
Government data says that roughly 80% of foreign companies expanding into the U.S. market are 
small or mid-sized enterprises and 90% of them fail. The number one reason cited is they run out 
of cash.  “Interestingly, we found that most allocate sufficient funds for the venture," said Ely. 
“However they burn through their cash on various items, services and sales paths that don't lead 
to success. They then declare failure and return home.” 
 
So where does the cash go? “In a lot of cases it is lost by overspending both in cash and valuable 
sales time on setting up a new office space. We address this by providing a turn-key office 
solution with a professional support staff, computer, fax and phone networks that will allow the 
firm to immediately focus on sales,” said Spencer Langford, Vice President of Corporate 
Accounts for Regus. 
 
“Cash is also consumed at high rates when flailing about looking for customers,” adds Gomez. 
“Selling in a new country can be like navigating a maze at ground level. You can expend a lot of 
resources and time heading down a certain path only to find it a dead end. The solution is to 
elevate yourself in the maze by developing a plan based on your company’s distinct advantages 
and an in-depth understanding of the market. Every company who enrolls in the Global Success 
Centers will receive assistance in both building that plan and executing it as well.”       
 
In addition to prudent cash use, to be successful in any new market a company must receive the 
right legal and financial services that will allow them to operate most effectively in that unique 
marketplace. “These companies need many of the same financial and legal services and counsel 
as the larger corporations,” said Ely. “Because of the expense of these services, most simply do 
without.  The Global Success Centers allow these internationally expanding companies to secure 
the financial and legal services they need affordably without having to expend the same level of 
resources. These experienced professionals in the Global Success Centers are available to them 
when and where they need them most - in the office.” 
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“Atlanta has been the launching site in the U.S. for a growing number of international companies; 
the vast majority of which are small and mid-sized businesses,” says Jorge Fernandez, Vice 
President Global Commerce for the Metro Atlanta Chamber. “The first year for small business is 
by far the toughest to navigate, and founders of The Global Success Centers understand this 
fact.” 

--------------------------------------------- 
 

Regus operates over 1100 Business centers across 500 cities in 85 countries. Products and 
services include fully furnished, equipped and staffed offices, world-class business support 
services, meeting conference and training facilities and the largest network of public 
videoconference rooms all serving over 200,000 clients daily.http://www.regus.com/ 
 
Palladium CLOs offer small and mid-size companies highly experienced, in-house general 
counsel, on a part-time basis at manageable, flat rate fees. Palladium CLOs work at the client’s 
office participating in all company matters, from legal counsel and strategic planning to business 
advisory consultation. http://palladiumclos.com/ 
 
Allegro Consulting is an Atlanta based, business growth specialty firm serving small and mid-
sized growth-oriented manufacturing and service businesses in the Southeast.  Allegro provides 
advice to companies on the narrow range of management issues that most impact growth such 
as strategic planning, operations, and business development tactics. 
http://www.allegroconsultant.com/ 

TechCFO is an executive professional services firm that provides experienced CFOs and senior 
finance professionals to deliver project and part-time financial and strategic services to 
companies. http://www.techcfo.com/ 

CONTACT INFO: 
 
Dawn Ely, Founder, CEO, 678-249-4894 
Mike Gomez, Founder, President and COO, 678-908-8433 
http://www.globalsuccesscenters.com/ 
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